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A good job is never good enough when talking about the care of your child. 

You entrust us with what matters most to you - and we repay you with 

what we believe in most: the relentless pursuit of absolute perfection. 

We are dedicated to people who don‘t want to compromise. People who 

are looking for an ingenious product that meets their ideas of ingenious 

parenting.

Even the smallest passengers benefit from RECARO‘s more than 100 

years of experience in manufacturing premium seats. In addition to infant 

carriers, reboarders and child seats that combine the strict demands 

of quality, safety and design, RECARO Kids equips you with high-

quality comfort strollers and compact buggies. In order to produce as 

environmentally friendly as possible and to maintain the high standard of 

quality, we manufacture the majority of our collection in Europe.

For years, the products have been awarded prestigious design prizes by 

expert juries and have been convincing in tests by ADAC and Stiftung 

Warentest in terms of safety.  Well thought-out solutions that last. That is 

our philosophy, that is „Ingenious Parenthood“.

RECARO KIDS
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What can we do today to make life easier for pa-

rents tomorrow? It's the question we ask oursel-

ves on a daily basis when we set to work. The 

world is increasingly dynamic, people's demands 

change fast and it is not enough to repeat the 

same winning formula of the past: the needs of 

today must be understood and those of tomor-

row predicted. This is why we are by your side 

to make all the great little daily challenges easier 

to face.

SMART SOLUTIONS THAT LAST OVER TIME.

THIS IS OUR PHILOSOPHY, THIS IS INGENIOUS DESIGN.

Parenting for today and beyond.

INGENIOUS PARENTHOOD

We have been moving people for over a centu-

ry so we know the importance of the ergonomic 

sitting position. Our engineering approach allows 

us to create products that are practical and smart 

for parents and safe and comfortable for children. 

Our focus on ergonomics means we give children 

the best possible ride every time, without com-

promising the maximum safety and great looks 

of our infant carriers, reboarders, child seats, 

buggies and strollers. 
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The concept of safety has expanded because it‘s not just our children who deserve protection. We also care 

about the conditions of the planet we will hand over to them. That's why we think sustainability is such an im-

portant issue. We contribute to the sustainable protection of the environment and thus also of your loved ones!

Modularity & Long Product Life Span

Sustainability is based on smart ideas: That's what we 

had in mind when we developed our modular system. For 

example, the Avan/Kio Base can be used ef�ciently for 

both the infant carrier Avan and the reboarder Kio. Or the 

Sadena and Celona strollers - with the cleverly designed 

4-in-1 Travel System - which are based on the same attach-

ment to which various individual single units can be �tted. 

RECARO KIDS
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Premium Quality

Sustainability is also based on quality, as special attention to the 

production process can preserve resources, so can the choice of 

materials be also important for creating environmentally friendly pro-

ducts that last over time. Durable materials, ingenious technologies 

and the most stringent tests: we at RECARO Kids leave nothing to 

chance.

Recycled Fabrics

Millions of plastic bottles are thrown away every day and a lot of 

waste is produced that pollutes the environment. At the same 

time, the discarded bottles can be recycled and processed in an 

environmentally friendly way. In cooperation with Waste2Wear we 

make our contribution and use fabrics made from recycled PET 

bottles for most of our child seats. These recycled fabrics consist 

of at least 70% recycled material.

Packaging

But caring for the planet in our design thinking goes further than the 

product itself. We work with as little packaging as possible and with 

recycled materials. And once the product is unpacked, the box can 

still be used for crafts.

WE CARE



CAR SEATS



BABY

Birth - 15 months

TODDLER

9 months - 4 years

CHILD

3.5 - 12 years
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You should never change a winning team, and with our modular system you don’t have to. Both the 
infant carrier Avan and the reboarder Kio boast a practical, modular system and a base that can stay in 
the vehicle for as long as it’s needed. Using the Avan / Kio Base, both child seats can be quickly and 
firmly installed in your car with just one click - comfort is nothing without practicality. From birth to a 
height of 83 cm (about 15 months), the infant carrier Avan can only be used rear-facing, while you can 
use the reboarder Kio for your child from a height of 60 cm (about 3 months) or, with the additionally 
available newborn inlay, right from birth. We recommend using the reboarder rear-facing for as long 
as possible – if possible up to a height of 105 cm or about 4 years of age. Once your little one is 16 
months old, you can also use the reboarder forward facing. For safe journeys – both long and short – 
as your child grows.

MODULAR SYSTEM

For your today, and their tomorrow.
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65 cm35.5 cm

35
  –

  8
6 

cm

Modular system 
The Avan / Kio Base can be used as 

a modular system in combination 
with the infant carrier Avan and 

the reboarder Kio

Indicators on the base
Shows you at a glance if 

everything is installed 
correctly with a green light

ISOFIX connection
Ensures secure 

installation in the vehicle

One-click installation 
with ISOFIX
Easy and secure one-
click installation of the ISOFIX base 
without the vehicle‘s seat belt

Adjustable support leg
Easy to adjust in the  
vehicle it improves stability 

Rebound bar
Absorbs energy in the  
event of a collision

Sometimes you don’t need to take another road to travel far. The Avan / Kio Base is the key element that 
allows you to switch easily from the Avan infant carrier to the Kio reboarder and thus provides effortless 
travel up to when your child is 4 years old. Your child grows and your habits may change, but your way 
of travelling with them does not. The i-Size base with ISOFIX connectors offers maximum safety. The 
one-click installation easily secures the child seat to the base in the vehicleand and the visible indicators 
show you whether everything has been correctly installed. You’re ready to go.

AVAN / KIO BASEMODULAR SYSTEM

The safe combination.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/03 (i-Size)

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 35.5 / 65 / 35  –  86 cm

Weight: 7.5 kg
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40 – 83 CM   |   MAX. 15 MONTHS   |   MAX. 13 KG

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Avan is your perfect travel companion and will help you reach your destination every time and in 
complete safety – the one thing you really need for your children. We have developed our Avan infant 
carrier to exceed all safety requirements. It‘s not just about safety however. It‘s about technologically 
ingenious design for you and your child. Avan can be secured with the vehicle seat belt or with the op-
tional i-Size base with a single click, for the safest and most enjoyable journey for everyone. Everyday 
adventure is so much more fun with the Avan infant carrier. It weighs just 4.1 kg so it’s light enough to 
carry throughout the day and we have made special adapters to fit the Avan to RECARO strollers and 
buggies – so you can move around effortlessly with your baby.

AVAN

Your very fi rst step.
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i-Size
Rear-facing transport in accordance 
with UN R129 for maximum safety

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Advanced 
Side Protection (ASP)
Integrated protectors absorb the  
energy in the event of a side collision

Ergonomic carry handle
An optimized shape of the handle 

allows ergonomic carrying and can be 
adjusted to multiple positions

Newborn inlay 
The newborn inlay provides  

your baby with a flat and 
ergonomic reclining position 

Height-adjustable 
headrest with 
integrated harness  
Offers simple, individual adjustment 
for the growing child thereby 
providing them with an ergonomic 
sitting position

Coated belt tongues 
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt

Patented HERO 
safety system 

A single unit comprising shoulder  
pads, shoulder straps and headrest 
prevents the harness from twisting  

and slipping and simplifies the  
secure and easy fastening process 

3-point harness system
The intuitive, central harness  

adjuster with HERO harness guide 
enables the child to be fastened  

into the seat securely and simply 

Flexible operation 
Can be fastened in place with the 
vehicle‘s seat belt or using the i-Size 
base with just a single click 

With the Avan / Kio Base, the infant carrier Avan is installed 
in the car with just a single click. This makes hectic everyday 
family life easier for parents and the installation more secure, 
thanks to the indicators, which display whether the infant 
carrier has been correctly installed. When the baby gets 
bigger, the Avan / Kio Base can be used in combination with 
the reboarder Kio up to the age of approx. 4 years. For long-
lasting joy and many lovely trips and excursions. 

MODULAR SYSTEM

40 – 83 CM   |   MAX. 15 MONTHS   |   MAX. 13 KG

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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AVAN

THAT‘S WHY

LIGHTWEIGHT
Weighing just 4.1 kg, the Avan infant carrier 
is perfect for everyday use: light enough to 
carry throughout the day, from home to the 
car and vice versa, with no loss of safety.

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
Thanks to openings in the outer shell and 
mesh inserts in the seat cover, a continuous 
� ow of air ensures particularly comfortable 
sitting. 

SMART HARNESS BUCKLE
When the baby is taken out of the 
carrier, the harness buckle tilts for-
ward and stays in this position. Thus, 
the baby does not sit on the buckle 
when being placed in the carrier.

EXTRA LARGE SUN CANOPY
The extra large sun canopy with UPF 
50 sun protection and the extendable 
sun visor protect your child‘s sensiti-
ve skin from wind and UV radiation. 
In any season and in any weather.

TRAVEL SYSTEM
Our special adapters let you quickly 
� t the Avan to RECARO strollers and 
buggies, creating a seamless Travel 
System for moving around with your 
baby.

44 cm 66 cm

5
9 

cm

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/03 (i-Size)

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 66 / 59 cm

Weight: 4.1 kg
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Select Night Black
00089030400050

Select Sweet Curry
00089030440050

Select Teal Green
00089030410050

Select Garnet Red
00089030430050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089030340050

Prime Mat Black
00089030300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089030310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089030330050

Easylife 2 Series 
Adapter
00089210320070

Avan / Kio Base
00089040000050

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

Summer Cover
00089230350070

Insect Net
00089230290070

Rain Cover
00089230010070

Footmu�
Select Night Black
00089230171070

Footmu�
Prime Silent Grey
00089230172070

40 – 83 CM   |   MAX. 15 MONTHS   |   MAX. 13 KG

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

COLOURS
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SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

KIO

There are many ways to enjoy your ride and with the Kio reboarder you’ve chosen the best one to do 
it. Smart openings in the outer shell and mesh inserts in the seat cover allow continuous air flow. But 
don’t get us wrong: the craftsmanship and safety are just as high. The smart harness buckle allows easy 
and secure strapping in and the integrated protectors, which fold out quickly and easily on the side of 
the door, ensure a safe ride. To enjoy the everyday comfort of the Kio reboarder, the Base is required.

The easy access to comfort.

60 – 105 CM   |   3 MONTHS - 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KGKIO
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Coated belt tongues 
Reduces heating up in hot weather –  
thus preventing your baby’s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt 

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness 

adjuster enables the child to be faste-
ned into the seat securely and simply 

Intuitive operation 
All important functions can  
intuitively be operated one-handed 

Ergonomic design  
Flat side bolsters enable the  
parents to place their child in 
an ergonomic position

Height-adjustable 
headrest with 
integrated harness 
Offers simple, individual  
adjustment for the growing  
child, thus providing them with 
an ergonomic sitting position

Memory foam  
in the headrest

Comfortable for the child it is desig-
ned to absorbe forces resulting from 

a crash or collision

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Patented HERO 
safety system 

A single unit comprising  
shoulder pads, shoulder straps 

and headrest prevents the  
harness from twisting and slipping and 

simplifies the secure  
and easy fastening process 

Using the Avan / Kio Base, both child seats can be quickly 
and firmly installed in any car with just one click. From birth 
to a height of 83 cm (about 15 months), the infant carrier 
Avan can only be used rear-facing, while you can use the 
reboarder Kio for your child from a height of 60 cm (about 
3 months) or, with the additionally available newborn inlay, 
right from birth.

MODULAR SYSTEM

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

i-Size
Rear-facing transport in 
accordance with UN R129 for 
maximum safety

60 – 105 CM   |   3 MONTHS - 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG
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THAT‘S WHY

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
Thanks to openings in the outer shell and 
mesh inserts in the seat cover, a conti-
nuous �ow of air ensures particularly com-
fortable sitting. 

i-SIZE
For maximum safety: rear-facing transport 
according to UN R129. For optimized side 
impact protection and intuitive ISOFIX 
installation.

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION 
Kio has integrated protectors that can 
be quickly folded out on the door side. 
In the event of a side collision, the 
energy absorbers reduce the force 
that would act upon the child.

ONE-HANDED ADJUSTMENT
The seat has �ve recline positions 
which can be adjusted with a single 
hand. The resting position is �at and 
gives the greatest comfort.

SMART HARNESS BUCKLE
When the baby is taken out of the car-
rier, the harness buckle tilts forward 
and stays in this position. Thus, the 
baby does not sit on the buckle when 
being placed in the carrier.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/03 (i-Size)

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 46 / 59 - 65 cm

Weight: 7.8 kg
44 cm 46 cm

5
9 

– 
6

5 
cm

KIOKIO
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Select Night Black
00089035400050

Select Sweet Curry
00089035440050

Select Teal Green
00089035410050

Select Garnet Red
00089035430050

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

COLOURS

Prime Mat Black
00089035300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089035310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089035330050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089035340050

Avan / Kio Base
00089040000050

Newborn Inlay 
Select Night Black 
00089036400050

Newborn Inlay 
Prime Silent Grey 
00089036310050

Summer Cover
00089235350070

60 – 105 CM   |   3 MONTHS - 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG
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SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

SALIA ELITE

Innovation means designing something before anyone else. This is Salia Elite: It brings together all the 
benefits of an infant carrier with the safety and comfort of a fully-fledged reboarder for older children. 
So you have the flexibility to shape your daily routine as you wish. The i-Size reboarder with ISOFIX con-
nectors offers maximum safety. The seat can be turned 360 degrees with just a single movement and 
the special adapters make it quick and easy to combine the Salia Elite infant carrier with the RECARO 
strollers and buggies. The integrated protectors can be folded out and absorb the energy in the event of 
a side impact, making it particularly safe.

Flexibility, day by day.
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One-click installation
with ISOFIX
Easy and secure one-
click installation of the ISOFIX base
without the vehicle‘s seat belt

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness 

adjuster with HERO harness guide 
enables the child to be fastened 

into the seat securely and simply 

 Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s

body shape and provides
the highest level of comfort

One-handed 
adjustment

One-handed operation allows for a
 comfortable and fl at resting position 
during the journey, facing away from 

the direction of traffi c (5 positions)

Height-adjustable
headrest with
integrated harness
Offers simple, individual adjustment 
for the growing child, thus 
providing them with an ergonomic 
sitting position

Newborn inlay
The variable newborn inlay for the 

infant carrier provides your baby with 
a fl at and ergonomic reclining position

3-point harness system
in the infant carrier
The intuitive and central harness 
adjuster with HERO harness guide 
enables the child to be fastened 
into the seat securely and simply Indicators on the base

Show at a glance if everything is
installed correctly with a green light

Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system

makes extended sitting particularly 
comfortable while travelling

Patented HERO
safety system
A single unit comprising shoulder 
pads, shoulder straps and headrest 
prevents the harness from twisting 
and slipping and simplifi es the 
secure and easy fastening process 

Coated belt tongues
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 

thus preventing your baby’s 
sensitive skin from getting hurt

Memory foam 
in the headrest
Comfortable for the child and particularly 
suitable to absorb the forces generated in 
the event of an impact or collision

Salia Elite combines an infant carrier with a child seat, 
which combines all safety-relevant functions from 
both in one seat. As such, our safe all-rounder clocks 
in at a lightweight 2.9 kg when outside the vehicle. 
In this way, it makes the everyday routine for the mo-
bile family easy. And the little ones? They can lie back, 
relax and continue dreaming. 

2-IN-1-INNOVATION

40 - 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

SALIA ELITE
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THAT‘S WHY

360 DEGREE ROTATION
The seat can be turned a full 360 degrees 
with just a single hand. This allows you to 
quickly fasten the child and the seat is then 
turned back into its original position.

TRAVEL SYSTEM
Our special adapters let you quickly �t 
the Salia Elite infant carrier to RECARO 
strollers and buggies, creating a seamless 
Travel System.

I-SIZE
Rear-facing transport, in accordance 
with UN R129 for maximum safety, 
optimised side collision protection 
and the intuitive ISOFIX installation 
offer the maximum safety in the back 
seat. Children over 16 months, and 
more than 76 cm can also start to ride 
forward facing.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/00 (i-Size)

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 63  –  68 / 61  –  69 cm

Weight: 18 kg (with infant carrier)
44 cm 63 – 68 cm

61
 –

 6
9 

cm

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
Simply fold out the integrated ASP 
protectors on the door side. In the 
event of a side collision, the ener-
gy absorbers reduce the force that 
would act upon the child. The combi-
nation of infant carrier, seat structure 
and retractable protectors offer triple 
protection from side collisions.

AT A GLANCE INDICATORS
The clear visual indicators show you 
that everything is in order. Such as if 
the ISOFIX connectors or the support 
leg are installed correctly or if the 
child seat is positioned as it should 
be, whether forward or rear-facing. 
And when everything is green, you‘re 
ready to go.

SALIA ELITE
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COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Select Night Black
00089020400050

Select Sweet Curry 
00089020440050

Select Teal Green
00089020410050

Select Garnet Red
00089020430050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089020340050

Prime Mat Black
00089020300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089020310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089020330050

Salia Elite Adapter
00089220320070

With the Salia Elite Adapter, the integrated in-
fant carrier of the child seat can be easily and sa-
fely combined with RECARO strollers. Please 
note, that in this case the matching adapter for 
the stroller is additionally required.

40 - 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Summer Cover
00089220350070

Sun Canopy 
00089220240070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

SALIA ELITE
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SALIA 125

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

All the needs of the family combined in one child seat. The Salia 125 is the safe companion on the road 
and impresses with a long usage period from birth to 7 years. Nothing prevents a pleasant ride, thanks 
to the comfortable foam and the removable, cosy newborn inlay for the smallest travellers. But we 
have also thought of the parents in terms of comfort. Thanks to the 360-degree rotation, the child can 
be put in and taken out of the seat in an ergonomic way. We got your back!

The convenient safety expert.
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The Salia 125 impresses with a long period of use - suitable 
for newborns up to seven year old toddlers (40 – 125 cm). The 
height-adjustable headrest adapts perfectly to the height of 
the children and automatically grows as they do. The included 
comfort inlay provides protection and cosiness even for the 
smallest ones.

LONG USAGE PERIOD

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness 

adjuster enables the child to be
fastened into the seat securely and 

simply 

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s

body shape and provides
the highest level of comfort

One-handed 
adjustment

One-handed operation allows for a
 comfortable and � at resting position 
during the journey, facing away from 

the direction of traf� c (5 positions)

Height-adjustable
headrest with
integrated harness
Offers simple, individual adjustment 
for the growing child, thus 
providing them with an ergonomic 
sitting position

Newborn inlay
The variable newborn inlay for the 

infant carrier provides your baby with 
a � at and ergonomic reclining position

Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system

makes extended sitting particularly 
comfortable while travelling

Patented HERO
safety system
A single unit comprising shoulder 
pads, shoulder straps and headrest 
prevents the harness from twisting 
and slipping and simpli� es the 
secure and easy fastening process 

Memory foam 
in the headrest
Comfortable for the child and particular-
ly suitable to absorb the forces genera-
ted in the event of an impact or collision.

Storable
support leg
Easy to adjust it improves stability and 
can be easily stored in the base when 
not in use

Integrated 
harness storage

Easy conversion for use from 100 cm 
due to integrated harness storage, wit-

hout the need to expand the belt system

360° rotation
This relieves the parents‘ backs when 
inserting and removing the child and 
brings the child into the optimum sitting 
position.

40 - 125 CM   |   MAX. 7 YEARS

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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INTUITIVE INSTALLATION
The use of ISOFIX and load leg makes 
installation simple and ensures a stable 
and secure positioning of the child seat 
in the car. The three anchorage points 
keep the seat in position and absorb 
the energies acting on the child in the 
event of an accident.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/03 (i-Size)

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 49 / 61 cm

Weight: 14.8 kg
44 cm 61 cm

61
 c

m

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
Thanks to openings in the outer shell 
and mesh inserts in the seat cover, 
a continuous � ow of air ensures 
particularly comfortable sitting. 

ONE-HANDED RECLINE
The seat has � ve recline positions. 
Whether the child is strapped with 
the integrated harness system or 
with the vehicle seat belt. The recli-
ne can be adjusted with only a single 
hand.

THAT‘S WHY

360 DEGREE ROTATION
The seat can be easily rotated 360 degrees. 
So you can quickly strap the child and then 
turn the seat back to its original required 
driving position.

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
Simply fold out the integrated ASP protec-
tors on the door side. In the event of a side 
collision, the energy absorbers reduce the 
force that would act upon the child. 

SALIA 125
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Select Night Black
00089047400050

Select Sweet Curry 
00089047440050

Select Teal Green
00089047410050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089047340050

Prime Mat Black
00089047300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089047310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089047330050

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Summer Cover
00089447350070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Select Garnet Red
00089047430050

40 - 125 CM   |   MAX. 7 YEARS
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SALIA

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

There are so many things you can do by looking at the world around you, in every direction. This is the 
logic behind the Salia: the 360 degrees rotation leaves you the freedom to adapt to every situation. But 
a good journey is the one where everyone enjoys the ride. The extra soft newborn inlay has been desig-
ned to ensure your child is perfectly positioned in the child seat as comfortably as possible. The height-
adjustable headrest with integrated harness supports healthy posture and the optimised harness guide 
increases safety.

The freedom to act.
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Coated belt tongues
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your baby’s 
sensitive skin from getting hurt

Memory foam in 
the headrest

Comfortable for the child and particular-
ly suitable to absorb the forces genera-

ted in the event of an impact or collision

Patented HERO
safety system
A single unit comprising shoulder pads, 
shoulder straps and headrest prevents 
the harness from twisting and slipping 
and simplifi es the secure and easy 
fastening process 

Adjustable 
support leg
Easy to adjust in the vehicle 
and it improves stability 

One-click installation
with ISOFIX
Easy and secure one-
click installation of the ISOFIX base 
without the vehicle‘s seat belt

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness 

adjuster enables the child to be fastened
 into the seat securely and simply 

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s

body shape and provides
the highest level of comfort

Intuitive one-
handed operation

All important functions can 
intuitively be operated 

one-handed for more fl exibility

One-handed adjustment
One-handed operation allows for 

a comfortable and fl at resting position 
during the journey, facing away from 

the direction of traffi c (5 positions)

Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system
makes extended sitting particularly 
comfortable while travelling

The seat can be turned a full 360 degrees with just a single 
hand movement for total freedom of action. This uncomplica-
ted mechanism allows you to quickly fasten but also unfasten 
the child and the seat is then turned back into its original 
position.

360 DEGREE ROTATION

40 - 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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I-SIZE
Rear-facing transport, in accordance 
with UN R129 for maximum safety, 
optimised side collision protection and 
the intuitive ISOFIX installation offer 
the maximum safety in the back seat.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/00 (i-Size)

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 63 - 68 / 61 - 69 cm

Weight: 15 kg

AT A GLANCE INDICATORS
The clear visual indicators show you 
that everything is in order. Such as if 
the ISOFIX connectors or the support 
leg are installed correctly or if the 
child seat is positioned as it should 
be, whether forward or rear-facing.

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HEADREST
Good posture is essential for growing 
children. The height-adjustable he-
adrest and harness offer maximum 
seating comfort and support a healthy 
posture while the harness guide incre-
ases safety.

THAT‘S WHY

NEWBORN INLAY
The extra soft newborn inlay has been de-
signed to ensure your child is perfectly po-
sitioned in the child seat as comfortably as 
possible. 

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
Simply fold out the integrated ASP protec-
tors on the door side. In the event of a side 
collision, the energy absorbers reduce the 
force that would act upon the child. 

44 cm 63 – 68 cm

61
 –

 6
9 

cm

SALIA
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Select Night Black
00089025400050

Select Sweet Curry 
00089025440050

Select Teal Green
00089025410050

Select Garnet Red
00089025430050

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Summer Cover
00089220350070

Sun Canopy 
00089220240070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

Prime Silent Grey
00089025310050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089025340050

Prime Pale Rose
00089025330050

Prime Mat Black
00089025300050

40 - 105 CM   |   MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 18 KG
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TORIA ELITE

Developed for the uncompromising protection of children, the new Toria Elite combines the current i-
Size safety standard, increased travel comfort and outstanding design. The versatile child seat, which 
grows with the little travellers, can be individually height-adjusted in 14 positions and thus perfectly 
adapts to different body sizes. Equipped with a passive ventilation system, comfort seat foam and a 
reclining position, resting couldn‘t be easier, while the integrated speakers (Prime version only) in the 
head area allow children to listen to their favorite songs while keeping their heads in the protected area.

The reliable safety expert.

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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Coated belt tongues
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your child‘s 
sensitive skin from getting hurt (confi -
guration 1)

Integrated 
ISOFIX connectors
Simply fasten the child seat 
into the car using integrated 
ISOFIX connectors (confi guration 1/2 / 3)

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s body 

shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Marked belt guide 
The correct installation is facilitated by 
green belt guide markings

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness 
adjuster enables the child to be 
fastened into the seat securely 
and simply (confi guration 1)

Advanced Side 
Protection (ASP)

Detachable protectors absorb the
energy in the event of a side collision

Resting position
Relaxed sitting position thanks to adjus-
table seating angle (confi guration 1/2/3)

Integrated 
harness storage

Easy conversion to
confi guration 2 / 3 through the integrated 

harness storage with no need 
to expand the harness system

Top-Tether
It provides additional stability and safety.

Seat reducer
For an optimal ergonomic fi t 

for smaller children (confi guration 1)

76 - 150 CM   |   15 MONTHS - 12 YEARS

INTUITIVE INSTALLATION
ISOFIX and Top-Tether ensure easy handling and of course 
meet the strict requirements of the current i-Size safety 
standard. The three anchor points hold the seat in position and 
in the event of an accident, this absorbs the forces acting on 
the child. Once installed, the child seat remains in the car and 
doesn’t need to be removed when rebuilding the Toria Elite for 
older children (100 - 150 cm).

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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TORIA ELITE

ONE-HANDED RECLINE
The child seat has � ve reclining 
positions, whether the child is strapped 
in with the integrated harness system 
or with the vehicle‘s seat belt. You can 
adjust the recline with just a single 
hand.

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
The air ventilation system makes 
sitting over long periods particularly 
comfortable, and this is ensured by 
openings in the outer shell and mesh 
inserts in the seat cover, which allow 
continuous air � ow. 

SOUND SYSTEM
The speakers are built into the head 
area of the child seat. Thanks to audio 
connection and device pouch your 
children are entertained, can lean back 
and relax while their head remains 
protected by the headrest (Prime only).

THAT‘S WHY

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
The detachable protectors can be � xed 
quickly and simply to the child seat. In the 
event of a side collision, the energy absor-
bers reduce the force that would act upon 
the child and provide maximum protection. 

GROWS WITH THE CHILD
It can be used for a 15-month old toddler 
to a 12-year old child. The height-adjustable 
backrest and headrest adapt in 14 positions 
to suit the height of the children and 
automatically grow as they do.

62
 c

m

49 cm43 cm

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/03

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 43 / 49/ 62 cm

Weight: 12.3 kg
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COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Summer Cover
00089244350070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

76 - 150 CM   |   15 MONTHS - 12 YEARS

Select Night Black
00089043400050

Select Sweet Curry
00089043440050

Select Teal Green
00089043410050

Select Garnet Red
00089043430050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089044340050

Prime Mat Black
00089044300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089044310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089044330050
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TIAN ELITE

Test satisfactory (2.6)

RECARO
Tian Elite

ADAC Online 05/2021
26 child car seats tested

Weight group
9 to 36kg

EU

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Versatility is not a compromise, it’s achieving excellence in everything you do. The Tian Elite is a child 
seat that combines ergonomic design, intelligent functions and a safety concept, which only RECARO 
can provide. Why settle for less when excellence is within your reach? There are even great loudspea-
kers built into the headrest which make it the most enjoyable child seat ever. The smart openings in 
the outer shell and mesh inserts in the seat cover allow continuous air flow making the time spent in 
it more enjoyable. The Tian Elite is universal because the child seat can be installed or removed easily 
and safely, in almost every car using the vehicle seat belt. 

Versatile excellence.
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Coated belt tongues
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your child’s 
sensitive skin from getting hurt (gr. 1)

Integrated 
Seatfi x connectors
Simply fasten the child seat 
into the car using the integrated 
Seatfi x connectors (gr. 2 / 3)

Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Marked belt guide 
The correct installation is facilitated 
by red belt guide markings

Smart Protection Wings
Shoulder padding grows
with the child thanks to

the height-adjustable headrest

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness 
adjuster enables the child to be 
fastened into the seat securely 
and simply (gr. 1)

Advanced Side 
Protection (ASP)
Detachable protectors absorb 
the energy in the event of a side 
collision

Extendable legrest
Can be adapted to your

child‘s size and provides 
optimal support 

Resting position
Relaxed sitting position thanks to an 

adjustable seating angle (gr. 1/2/3)

Integrated 
harness storage

Easy conversion to
group 2 / 3 through the integrated 

harness storage with no need 
to expand the harness system

Same journey, personalized ride. The loudspeakers are built 
into the head area of the child seat and the audio connection 
and device pouch means your children can be entertained. 
The kids can lean back and relax while their head remains 
protected by the headrest.

SOUND SYSTEM

GR. 1/2/3   |   9 MONTHS - 12 YEARS   |   9 - 36 KG

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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47  –  53 cm44 cm

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R44/04

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 47  –  53 / 56.5  –  80.5 cm

Weight: 8.6 kg

LIGHTWEIGHT
It doesn’t have to be heavy to be re-
sistant. Functional lightness is inge-
nious. Weighing just 8.6 kg, the Tian 
Elite child seat can be quickly lifted 
and carried from one car to another 
without any problem.

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
The air ventilation system makes 
sitting over long periods particularly 
comfortable, and this is ensured by 
openings in the outer shell and mesh 
inserts in the seat cover, which allow 
continuous air � ow. 

HERO SAFETY SYSTEM
Children in group 1 can be simply and 
quickly strapped in with the patented 
HERO safety system. A single unit 
comprising shoulder pads, shoulder 
straps and headrest prevents the har-
ness from twisting and slipping.

TIAN ELITE

THAT‘S WHY

UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION
The seat can be installed simply and quickly 
in cars without ISOFIX using the vehicle 
seat belt. It’s universal which means it can 
be attached in almost any car out there.

GROWS WITH THE CHILD
It can be used for a nine-month old baby 
to a 12-year old child. The height-adjustable 
backrest and headrest adapt to the height 
of your children and automatically grow as 
they do.
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PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

COLOURS

Select Night Black
00088043400050

Select Sweet Curry
00088043440050 

Select Teal Green
00088043410050

Select Garnet Red
00088043430050

Prime Frozen Blue
00088043340050 

Prime Mat Black
00088043300050

Prime Silent Grey
00088043310050

Prime Pale Rose
00088043330050

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Summer Cover
00088242350070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

GR. 1/2/3   |   9 MONTHS - 12 YEARS   |   9 - 36 KG
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GR. 1/2/3   |   9 MONTHS - 12 YEARS   |   9 - 36 KGTIAN

The Tian baby car seat is equipped with the HERO safety system, that combines shoulder pads, shoul-
der straps and headrest into a single unit and thus stops the harness from slipping and twisting. The 
adjustable back and headrest have been designed to be used from 9 months to 12 years old. Oh, we 
thought you‘d find the universal installation handy too – just fit it into almost any car.

Every journey made simple.

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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Integrated  
Seatfix connectors
Simply fasten the child seat  
into the car using the integrated  
Seatfix connectors (gr. 2 / 3)

Advanced 
Side Protection (ASP)
Protective side wings with  
integrated ASP system absorb the 
force in the event of a side collision

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 
body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Adaptive backrest
Backrest follows the contours  
of your vehicle‘s seats

Lightweight
Weighs 8.4 kg and can be 

quickly lifted and carried 
with ease

Patented HERO 
safety system

A single unit comprising  
shoulder pads, shoulder straps  

and headrest prevents the  
harness from twisting and  

slipping and simplifies the secure  
and easy fastening process (gr. 1)

Marked 
belt guide 

The correct installation  
is facilitated by red belt  

guide markings

Resting position
Relaxed sitting position thanks to 

adjustable seating angle (gr. 1/2/3)

Integrated  
harness storage

Easy conversion to 
group 2 / 3 through the integrated  

harness storage with no need  
to expand the harness system

5-point harness system
The intuitive and central harness  
adjuster enables the child to be 
fastened into the seat securely and 
simply (gr. 1)

Coated belt tongues
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your child‘s  
sensitive skin from getting hurt (gr. 1)

Universal installation
Quick and simple 

installation in any vehicle  
using its seat belt

Inspired by the automotive industry, our comfort seating foam 
adapts to your child’s body shape perfectly and provides the 
highest level of comfort. Just take a seat and feel good.

COMFORT SEATING FOAM

GR. 1/2/3   |   9 MONTHS - 12 YEARS   |   9 - 36 KGTIAN

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R44/04

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 47 / 56.5 - 80.5 cm

Weight: 8.4 kg

LIGHTWEIGHT
Functional lightness is ingenious. 
Weighing just 8.4 kg, the Tian child 
seat can be quickly lifted and carried 
from one car to another without any 
problem.

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
The integrated side wing protectors 
(ASP) absorb energy in the event of a 
side collision.

HERO SAFETY SYSTEM
Children in group 1 can be simply and 
quickly strapped in with the patented 
HERO safety system. A single unit 
comprising shoulder pads, shoulder 
straps and headrest prevents the har-
ness from twisting and slipping.

TIAN

UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION
The seat can be installed simply and quickly 
in cars without ISOFIX using the vehicle 
seat belt. It’s universal which means it can 
be attached in almost any car out there.

GROWS WITH THE CHILD
Tian can be used for a nine-month old baby 
to a 12-year old child. The height-adjustable 
backrest and headrest adapt to the height 
of your children and automatically grow as 
they do.

THAT‘S WHY
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COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Core Deep Black
00088042250050

Core Energy Blue
00088042280050

Core Simply Grey
00088042260050

Core Very Berry
00088042290050

GR. 1/2/3   |   9 MONTHS - 12 YEARS   |   9 - 36 KG

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Summer Cover
00088242350070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070
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SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Maximum safety must be ensured on every occasion: the Young Sport Hero is a child seat we created 
to be installed and removed easily and safely in almost any car using the vehicle seat belt. No matter 
who you are travelling with or in which car - the important thing is that your children are safe… whatever 
the destination. And since such a child seat should not be heavy to handle, we designed it to weigh only 
around 8 kg. So it’s easy to install, easy to remove and easy to carry. 

Universal riding.

YOUNG SPORT HERO
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5-point harness system
The intuitive and central 

harness adjuster enables the 
child to be fastened into the 

seat securely and simply (gr. 1)

Seat reducer
For an optimal ergonomic fi t 

from baby to small child (gr. 1)

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Marked belt guide
The correct installation is facilitated
by red belt guide markings

Reinforced armrests
Convenient sitting for older 
children with comfortable armrests

Air ventilation system 
The passive air ventilation system 
makes sitting throughout long 
journeys particularly pleasant 

Coated belt tongues
Reduces heating up in hot weather – 
thus preventing your child’s 
sensitive skin from getting hurt (gr. 1)

The seat can be installed simply and quickly in cars without 
ISOFIX using the vehicle seat belt. It’s universal which me-
ans it can be attached in almost any car out there.

UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

GR. 1/2/3   |   9 MONTHS - 12 YEARS   |   9 - 36 KGYOUNG SPORT HERO
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PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

SEAT ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
The sitting area in the child seat can 
be adjusted to the resting position for 
small children within group 1. So your 
child can enjoy the highest levels of 
comfort, sitting or sleeping.

HERO SAFETY SYSTEM
Children in group 1 can be simply and 
quickly strapped in with the patented 
HERO safety system. A single unit 
comprising shoulder pads, shoulder 
straps and headrest prevents the 
harness from twisting and slipping.

LIGHTWEIGHT
Functional lightness is ingenious. 
Weighing just around 8 kg, the Young 
Sport Hero child seat can be quickly 
lifted and carried from one car to ano-
ther without any problem.

6
3 

- 7
1 

cm

50 cm58 cm

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R44/04

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 58 / 50 / 63 - 71 cm

Weight: 8 kg

GROWS WITH THE CHILD
Thanks to the height-adjustable backrest 
with integrated headrest, the child seat can 
be perfectly adjusted to the height of the 
child and automatically grows with it from 
nine months to twelve years.

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
The integrated protectors offer maximum 
protection on every journey. In the event of 
a side collision, they absorb the force that 
would act upon the child. 

THAT‘S WHY

YOUNG SPORT HERO
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PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

COLOURS

Core Deep Black
00088014250050

Core Energy Blue
00088014280050

Core Simply Grey
00088014260050

Core Very Berry
00088014290050

Prime Frozen Blue
00088014340050

Prime Mat Black
00088014300050

Prime Silent Grey
00088014310050

Prime Pale Rose
00088014330050

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Summer Cover 
00088214360070

Easy-Tech
00089230900070

GR. 1/2/3   |   9 MONTHS - 12 YEARS   |   9 - 36 KGYOUNG SPORT HERO
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SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Test good (2.0)

RECARO
Mako Elite 2

ADAC Online 05/2021
26 child car seats tested

i-Size
100-150cm

EU

Many things change in life, our desire for safety does not, especially for our children. Mako Elite 2, the 
optimized version of its predecessor Mako Elite, continues to protect them on all journeys from around 
3.5 up to 12 years of age. Smart openings in the outer shell of the child seat allow continuous air flow. A 
built-in Sound System provides the finest entertainment and the children can lean back and relax while 
their head remains protected by the headrest.

The entertaining companion.

MAKO ELITE 2
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ISOFIX connectors
Quick and secure placement 

and optimal stabilisation of 
the child seat in the vehicle 

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 
body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Adaptive backrest
The backrest follows the contours 
of your vehicle‘s seats

Resting position
Relaxed sitting position thanks to 
the adjustable seating angle

Extendable legrest
Can be adapted to your

 child‘s size and provides
 optimal support 

Same journey, personalized ride. The loudspeakers are built 
into the head area of the child seat and the audio connection 
and device pouch means your children can be entertained 
individually. Thereby the children can lean back and relax, 
while their head remains protected by the headrest.

SOUND SYSTEM

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Advanced Side 
Protection (ASP)

Protective side wings with 
integrated ASP system 
absorb the force in the 

event of a side collision

3.5 - 12 YEARS   |   100 - 150 CMMAKO ELITE 2
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HEADREST
The headrest has 11 different settings to 
adjust the seating position to suit children 
from the age of 3.5 to 12 years.

SMART PROTECTION WINGS
Padded wings at shoulder height au-
tomatically adjust to the child‘s body 
size. The Smart Protection Wings 
grow with the child thanks to the ad-
justable backrest - up to 12 years or a 
height of 150 cm.

ISOFIX
Parents bene� t from simple and se-
cure installation thanks to ISOFIX 
connectors. The child seat is com-
patible with all vehicle seats bearing 
the i-Size logo and virtually all other 
seating with ISOFIX connectors. 

6
0.

5 
- 8

0.
5 

cm

47 - 53 cm44 cm

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/02

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 47 - 53 / 60.5 - 80.5 cm

Weight: 7.5 kg

MAKO ELITE 2

THAT‘S WHY

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
Thanks to openings in the outer shell and 
mesh inserts in the seat cover, a continuous 
� ow of air ensures particularly comfortable 
sitting. 

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
The detachable protectors can be � xed 
quickly and simply to the child seat. In the 
event of a side collision, the energy absor-
bers reduce the force that would act upon 
the child and provide maximum protection. 

ISO
FIX
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Select Night Black
00089042400050

Select Sweet Curry 
00089042440050

Select Teal Green
00089042410050

Select Garnet Red
00089042430050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089042340050

Prime Mat Black
00089042300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089042310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089042330050

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Summer Cover
00088244350070

3.5 - 12 YEARS   |   100 - 150 CM

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

MAKO ELITE 2
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SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

MAKO 2

The better the ride, the better the journey. That is why we have taken so much care in the development 
of the child seat Mako 2. We didn‘t take its comfort for granted, but developed a special ergonomic 
seat foam that perfectly adapts to the shape of your child‘s body. The headrest can be easily adjusted 
to the growing kid and the seat angle can also be adjusted so that your child can always sit comfortably 
and relax.

Comfort on a new level.
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Height-adjustable 
headrest

Offers simple, individual  
adjustment for the growing  

child and facilitates an  
ergonomic sitting position

i-Size
Tested and approved

in accordance with UN R129
for maximum safety

Resting position
Relaxed sitting position thanks to 

the adjustable seating angle

Comfort seating foam 
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort 

Advanced Side  
Protection (ASP)
Protective side wings with  
integrated ASP system  
absorb the force in the  
event of a side collision

ISOFIX connectors 
Quick and secure placement  
and optimal stabilisation of  
the child seat in the vehicle

Shoulder protectors
Provide support and ensure  
maximum safety in the event  
of a side collision 

Adaptive backrest
Backrest follows the contours  
of your vehicle‘s seats

The adjustable seat angle gives the child a relaxed sitting 
position, so that every trip is pleasant. Because a journey can 
be many things, but should never be tiring, neither for you nor 
for your children.

RESTING POSITION

3.5 - 12 YEARS   |   100 - 150 CM

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

MAKO 2
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44 cm 47 cm
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R129/02

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 44 / 47 / 60.5 - 80.5 cm

Weight: 7 kg

COMFORT SEATING FOAM
Inspired by the automotive industry, our 
comfort seating foam adapts to your 
child’s body shape perfectly and provides 
the highest level of comfort. Just take a 
seat and feel good.

ADAPTIVE BACKREST

The backrest follows the contours of 
your vehicle‘s seats.

i-SIZE
Parents bene�t from simple and se-
cure installation thanks to ISOFIX 
connectors. The child seat is com-
patible with all vehicle seats bearing 
the i-Size logo and virtually all other 
seating with ISOFIX connectors. 

MAKO 2

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HEADREST
The height adjustable headrest offers sim-
ple, individual adjustments for the growing 
child and facilitates an ergonomic sitting 
position.

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
The integrated protectors offer maximum 
protection. In the event of a side collision, 
they absorb the force that would act upon 
the child. 

THAT‘S WHY
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Summer Cover
00088244350070

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

Core Deep Black
00089041250050

Core Energy Blue
00089041280050

Core Simply Grey
00089041260050

Core Very Berry
00089041290050

3.5 - 12 YEARS   |   100 - 150 CM

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

MAKO 2
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SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

MONZA NOVA 2 SF

With our Monza Nova 2 SF child seat, we have really raised the bar and included a high-quality sound 
system with loudspeakers and audio connection. The headrest can entertain, but also ensures that the 
child‘s head remains protected. The comfort seat foam perfectly adapts to the shape of your child‘s 
body for maximum comfort. The Monza Nova 2 SF can be easily installed in almost any car with the 
vehicle‘s seat belt. ADAC and Stiftung Warentest rated the safe entertainer with a test score of 1.8.

The secure entertainer. 
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Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system 

makes sitting throughout long 
journeys particularly pleasant 

Height-adjustable 
headrest

Ergonomic seating position 
from approx. 3.5 to 12 years 
thanks to height-adjustable 

headrest with 11 settings

Comfort Seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides 
the highest level of comfort

Sound System
Integrated loudspeaker, audio 
connection and device pouch 

for the fi nest entertainment 

Reinforced armrests
Offer more protection in the 

hip area and enable comfortable 
sitting for older children 

Integrated 
Seatfi x connectors
Simply fasten the child seat 
into the car using integrated 
Seatfi x connectors

Universal installation 
Can be installed in cars without 
ISOFIX simply and quickly 
using the vehicle‘s seat belt

Marked belt guide
The correct installation is facilitated 
by red belt guide markings

Advanced Side 
Protection (ASP)
Integrated protectors absorb 
the energy in the event of a 
side collision

Integrated head cushion
Fully adjustable cushion for the 
highest comfort when sleeping, too 

Same journey, personalized ride. The loudspeakers are built 
into the head area of the child seat and the audio connection 
and device pouch means your children can be entertained 
individually. Thereby the children can lean back and relax, 
while their head remains protected by the headrest.

SOUND SYSTEM

GR. 2/3   |   3.5 - 12 YEARS   |   15 - 36 KG

SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

MONZA NOVA 2 SF
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R44/04

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 56 / 45  –  54 / 67  –  86 cm

Weight: 6.8 kg

COMFORT SEATING FOAM
Inspired by the automotive industry, our 
comfort seating foam adapts to your 
child’s body shape perfectly and provides 
the highest level of comfort. Just take a 
seat and feel good.

UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION

The seat can be installed simply and 
quickly in cars without ISOFIX using 
the vehicle seat belt. It’s universal 
which means it can be attached in 
almost any car out there.

56 cm 45 – 54 cm

67
 –

 8
6 

cm

INTEGRATED HEAD CUSHION
Fully adjustable cushion for the highest 
comfort when sleeping, too.

MONZA NOVA 2 SF

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HEADREST
The height adjustable headrest offers sim-
ple, individual adjustments for the growing 
child and facilitates an ergonomic sitting 
position.

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
The integrated protectors offer maximum 
protection. In the event of a side collision, 
they absorb the force that would act upon 
the child. 

THAT‘S WHY
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Select Night Black
00088010400050

Select Sweet Curry
00088010440050

Select Teal Green
00088010410050

Select Garnet Red
00088010430050

Prime Frozen Blue
00088010340050

Prime Mat Black
00088010300050

Prime Silent Grey
00088010310050

Prime Pale Rose
00088010330050

Summer Cover 
00088210360070

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

GR. 2/3   |   3.5 - 12 YEARS   |   15 - 36 KGMONZA NOVA 2 SF
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SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

MONZA NOVA EVO SF

Beautiful things can take your breath away, ingenious creations can leave you speechless. The func-
tional simplicity of the Monza Nova Evo SF child seat makes it a perfect all-rounder. It‘s universal and 
can be easily and quickly installed in cars without ISOFIX using the vehicle‘s seat belt. Inspired by the 
automotive industry, the comfort seat foam perfectly adapts to the shape of your child‘s body for ma-
ximum comfort.

The perfect allrounder. 
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SAFETY FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Comfort seating foam
Perfectly adapts to your child‘s 

body shape and provides  
the highest level of comfort

Air ventilation system
The passive air ventilation system 

makes sitting throughout long 
journeys particularly pleasant 

Marked belt guide
The correct installation is facilitated 
by red belt guide markings

Height-adjustable  
headrest

Ergonomic seating position  
from approx. 3.5 to 12 years  

thanks to the height-adjustable  
headrest with 11 settings

Advanced Side  
Protection (ASP)
Integrated protectors absorb  
the energy in the event of 
a side collision

Universal installation 
Can be installed in cars without 
ISOFIX simply and quickly  
using the vehicle‘s seat belt

Integrated  
Seatfix connectors 
Simply fasten the child seat  
into the car using integrated  
Seatfix connectors

Offer more protection in the hip area and enable comfortable 
sitting for older children.

REINFORCED ARMREST

GR. 2/3   |   3.5 - 12 YEARS   |   15 - 36 KG
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: UN R44/04

External Dimensions (W/D/H): 56 / 45  –  54 / 67  –  86 cm

Weight: 6.1 kg

56 cm 45 – 54 cm

67
 –

 8
6 

cm

MONZA NOVA EVO SF

THAT‘S WHY

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HEADREST
Ergonomic seating position from approx. 
3.5 to 12 years thanks to height-adjustable 
headrest with 11 settings.

ADVANCED SIDE PROTECTION
The integrated protectors offer maximum 
protection. In the event of a side collision, 
they absorb the force that would act upon 
the child. 

COMFORT SEATING FOAM
Inspired by the automotive industry, our 
comfort seating foam adapts to your 
child’s body shape perfectly and provides 
the highest level of comfort. Just take a 
seat and feel good.

UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION

The seat can be installed simply and 
quickly in cars without ISOFIX using 
the vehicle seat belt. It’s universal 
which means it can be attached in 
almost any car out there.

MARKED BELT GUIDE
The correct installation is facilitated by 
red belt guide markings.
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Core Deep Black
00088012250050

Core Simply Grey
00088012260050

GR. 2/3   |   3.5 - 12 YEARS   |   15 - 36 KG

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Summer Cover 
00088210360070

Car Seat Protector
00089230330070



STROLLERS 
& BUGGIES



BUGGIES

Birth - 4 years

Compact and lightweight for
urban explorers.

STROLLERS

Birth - 4 years

Comfort and flexibility for
all terrain lovers.



Individually mobile – anywhere, on any path. 

RECARO’s products make it possible. Our 

strollers Sadena and Celona can adapt to 

your family’s needs. With the 4-in-1 Travel 

System consisting of the Sadena/Celona Seat 

Unit, Carry Cot, Light Cot and RECARO infant 

carriers your family will have the right partner 

for every situation – whether you’re on a long 

journey of discovery or just enjoying a leisurely 

stroll through town.

SADENA & CELONA
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True freedom means having something that really suits you in every situation. That‘s why we thought 
beyond when we developed the Sadena and Celona comfort strollers and created a 4-in1 Travel System. 
Sadena or Celona - choose a frame according to your personal preferences and combine it with the 
matching Sadena/Celona Seat Unit, Carry Cot, Light Cot or the RECARO infant carriers. You like it 
colourful? Mix and match the colors of individual components as you like it best.

SEAT UNIT
Birth – 4 years

SADENA CELONA

CARRY COT
Birth – 6 months

AVAN
Birth – 15 months

SALIA ELITE CARRIER
Birth – 12 months

SEAT UNIT + LIGHT COT
Birth - 4 years

MODULARITY

Freely con�gurable.
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SADENA

+ Thanks to compact dimensions, easy to manoeu-
vre and super agile

+ Due to its narrow wheelbase, the Sadena is 
practically made for public transport 

+ Ideal for the urban environment thanks to its 
lightweight and compact folding dimensions

+ High-quality frame and first-class chassis provi-
de maximum comfort on all journeys

CELONA

+ High level of comfort due to its large, spring-moun-
ted wheels

+ The large shopping basket offers enough space for 
baby bottles, nappies and much more

+ Due to its high sitting position, the Celona is the 
ideal replacement for a high chair

+ Particularly ergonomic for all body sizes of parents 
thanks to the wide range of adjustment of the 
handle

With this comfortable seat unit, it‘s up to you: your little one can either sit facing you or - if there‘s 
a lot to explore - facing forward to keep an eye on the big picture. It‘s also possible to lay the seat 
completely flat for ergonomic and comfortable reclining. The matching carry cot is perfect for your 
newborn, so that your baby is well and safely cushioned. Or you can choose the light cot, which 
can be easily attached to the seat unit and protects the newborn like in a cocoon, while the older 
ones can enjoy it as a cuddly footmuff. The necessary adapters for combination with RECARO 
infant carriers are included. There are no limits to your mobility. 

YOU HAVE THE CHOICE – CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE 

SADENA/ CELONA
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XXL sun canopy
The extra large extendable sun
canopy with UPF 50 is like a 
cocoon, protects against outside
disturbances and thus creates
an island of calm

Peakaboo window
The viewing window ensures 
optimal air circulation and a clear 
view of the child

Memory buttons
Enables one-handed removal
of the seat unit from the stroller frame

Ergonomic resting from birth
With one hand fully adjustable backrest and 
legrest for a flat and ergonomic position

Air ventilation system 
Smart openings in the outer shell and mesh 
inserts in the seat cover allow for conti-
nuous air circulation

Flexible seat
Can be installed in the stroller facing towards and 

away from the direction of travel

Ergonomic headrest
Extra padding in the head area offers 
additional comfort and prevents the 
sensitive head from slipping to one 
side during sleep

Smart harness system
Strapping in your child is made easier thanks to 
the harness buckle and shoulder straps, which 
jump forward and stay open when the child is 

removed

Patented HERO 
safety system

A single unit compromising shoulder pads, 
shoulder straps and headrest prevents the 

harness from twisting and slipping

Bumper bar
Can be turned to one side and opened on both 

sides to aid placing the child in the buggy

Height-adjustable headrest with 
integrated harness

Offers simple, individual and simultaneous ad-
justment of headrest and harness for the growing 

child with just one hand

Extra comfort. Extra comfort. 

Select Night Black
00089170400050

Prime Mat Black
00089170300050

Select Sweet Curry
00089170440050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089170340050

Select Teal Green
00089170410050

Prime Silent Grey
00089170310050

Select Garnet Red
00089170430050 

Prime Pale Rose
00089170330050

SADENA/ CELONA SEAT UNITSADENA/ CELONA
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Spacious soft foam 
mattress with bamboo 
fibre cover 
Soft, comfortable and
ergonomic resting for the baby

Large extendable 
 sun canopy

Sun canopy and visor with UPF 50 
provide protection from sun, wind 

and bad weather

Viewing window 
in sun canopy
Net inserts ensures optimal air 
circulation and parents always 
have the child in sight

Memory buttons
Allows one-handed attachment and 

removal of the carrycot

Panoramic view 
For an unobstructed view 
and enhanced air ventilation  
inside the carry cot

Matching design
Colors accents and the overall
appearance are perfectly aligned
with all Sadena and Celona
products

From the first day
Can be used from birth up to a 
weight of max. 9 kg

Additional accessory
The included rain cover with

reflectors and opening window
is a perfect fit with the carry cot 

Integrated carry handle
Ergonomic handle for 

balanced carrying

Wind cover
The cover prodvides additional 
protection for cold days and is 

equipped with a zipper for simple 
opening and an easy entry

Comfort and protection right from the start.

Select Night Black
00089180400050 

Prime Mat Black
00089180300050 

Select Sweet Curry
00089180440050 

Prime Frozen Blue
00089180340050 

Select Teal Green
00089180410050 

Prime Silent Grey
00089180310050 

Select Garnet Red
00089180430050 

Prime Pale Rose
00089180330050 

SADENA/ CELONA CARRY COT
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Dirt-repellent coating in 
the foot area
Wipeable material allows easy 
cleaning despite dirty child’s shoes

2-in-1 travel solution
Usable up to max. 6 months as a

lightweight newborn cot,
later as a cosy footmuff

Cocoon protection 
Water-repellent outer material and 

cosy inner fabric beat wind, cold 
and rain 

Spacious mattress with 
soft cover 
Comfortable and
ergonomic resting

Growing footmuff
The size can be extended
for larger children

Matching design
Colors, accents and the overall 
appearance are perfectly aligned 
with all the Sadena and Celona 
products

Foldable with 
the stroller

Due to it’s weight and special 
fabric, no need to remove the 

light cot

Easy attachment 
and removal 

Openings for 5-point harness 
and elastic straps ensure simple 

handling

More than a footmuff.

Select Night Black
00089200400070

Prime Mat Black
00089200300070

Select Sweet Curry
00089200440050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089200340050

Select Teal Green
00089200410070

Prime Silent Grey
00089200310070

Select Garnet Red
00089200430070

Prime Pale Rose
00089200330070

SADENA/ CELONA LIGHT COT
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FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

CELONA FRAME

Go wherever you want with the stroller Celona: to the park, to the top of a mountain or to the dining 
table. The large wheels of this stroller know no obstacles and make every ride as comfortable as pos-
sible, whether over uneven or smooth terrain. And with a seat height of 50 cm, you can feed your child 
even easier, because it perfectly fits the height of the table. Engineering at its best!

Where the adventure starts.
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With the 4-in-1 Travel System consisting of the Sadena/Celona 
Seat Unit, Carry Cot, Light Cot and RECARO infant carriers, 
your family will have the right partner for every situation. Our 
products are a harmonious mix of design and functionality, 
comfort and practicality.

4-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

Detachable wheels
For an even more 
compact folded form

Additional accessories
With the adapters supplied with  
the product, you can transform  
the Celona and the RECARO infant 
carriers into a Travel System

Flip-flop brakes
Brakes can be operated with all 
types of shoes or barefoot

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 
wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 
asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Reflectors
Improved visibility for more safety 

in the metropolitan jungle and in  
low light conditions

Height-adjustable 
handle

Can be ergonomically 
adjusted to any body size 

Extra large 
shopping basket
Easily accessible extra 
large shopping basket 

with up to 5 kg capacity

Swivelling  
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks  
to lockable 360 degree 

swivelling wheels

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: EN 1888-2:2018

External Dimensions: (W / D / H): 57 / 79 / 93 - 110 cm  

External Dimensions folded: (W / D / H): 57 / 30 / 65 cm

Weight: approx. 12.5 kg
57 cm 79 cm

9
3 

- 1
10

 c
m

CELONA FRAME

ONE-HANDED FOLDING
It can be folded away simply with just one 
hand with the seat unit facing forward or 
rearward. When closed and self-standing 
it’s so compact at only 57 x 30 x 65 cm.

PERFECT FROM DAY ONE
Even for a newborn, the back- and legrest 
can be adjusted with just one hand to achie-
ve a �at and ergonomic position. The seat 
unit can be adjusted forward and rearward.

SMART HARNESS SYSTEM
The shoulder pads and crotch pad spring 
outwards and stay open making it very 
easy for parents to position their child. Si-
milarly, the magnetic harness buckle fas-
tens quickly once the child is sitting com-
fortably. Pretty smart, don‘t you think?

SITTING AT TABLE HEIGHT
With a sitting height of 50 cm, the 
baby stroller can be placed beside 
any table, so while you are eating at 
home or at the restaurant you can 
feed your child more easily. 

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HEADREST
The headrest can be adjusted to the 
child’s height with just one hand, which 
keeps the child in a perfect position. Er-
gonomic padding in the head area offers 
additional comfort and prevents the head 
from slipping to one side while the child 
sleeps. 

THAT‘S WHY
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Black Frame
00089150500050

Silver Frame
00089150510050

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

COLOURS

Cup Holder
00089270400070

Seat Unit Insect Net
00089270290070

Carry Cot Insect Net
00089280290070

Stroller Footmu� 
Select Night Black 
00089270171070

Stroller Footmu� 
Prime Silent Grey 
00089270172070

Hand Gloves
00089210350070

Sadena/Celona Adapter
Included with Frame

Sadena/Celona 
Seat Unit Rain Cover
Included with Seat Unit

Sadena/Celona 
Carry Cot Rain Cover
Included with Carry Cot

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS
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FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

SADENA FRAME

With one of the slimmest strollers in its category, journeys can be a great experience: the Sadena 
is only 54 cm wide, with very small agile wheels which give high manoeuvrability. It performs well 
even when not in use: with just one hand – and our ingenious mechanism – it folds away easily and 
becomes small and compact. True craftsmanship makes all the difference.

Slim shape, great agility.
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Reflectors
Improved visibility for

more safety in the
metropolitan jungle and in 

low light conditions

Full suspension
Highly comfortable chassis
ensures extremely smooth 
gliding across any surface 

Light wheels
The four smooth running 
wheels are ideal for use 
in an urban environment

Adjustable handle
Can be ergonomically

adjusted to any body 
size with three settings

Large shopping
basket

Easily accessible large
shopping basket 

with up to 5 kg capacity

Flip-flop brakes
Brakes can be operated with all 
types of shoes or barefoot

Additional accessories
With the adapters supplied
with the product, you can 
transform the Sadena and 
the RECARO infant carriers 
into a Travel System

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-�lled 
wheels are easy to look after 
and can take on any terrain, be it 
asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Swivelling 
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks
to lockable 360 degree

swivelling wheels

Detachable wheels
For an even more

compact folded form

Sadena has a narrow wheelbase, so it can handle even the 
trickiest city passages with ease. Whether on the subway 
or in a small boutique, no path is inaccessible, making the 
Sadena just the right choice for the urban environment. 
Closed and self-standing, it is even more compact at only 
54 x 35 x 66 cm.

ONE OF THE SLIMMEST OF ITS KIND

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

35 cm

6
6 

cm

54 cm
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54 cm 87 cm

9
0 

 –
  1

0
9 

cm

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: EN 1888-2:2018

External Dimensions: (W / D / H): 54 / 87 /  90 - 109 cm

External Dimensions folded: (W / D / H): 54 / 35 /  66 cm

Weight: approx. 10.5 kg

FULL SUSPENSION
No matter which route you take, 
with full suspension on the front 
and rear wheels, the Sadena travels 
effortlessly and comfortably over 
any uneven terrain. We will allow 
nothing to stop you from reaching 
your destination.

SADENA FRAME

ONE-HANDED FOLDING
It can be folded away simply with just one 
hand with the seat unit facing forward or 
rearward. When closed and self-standing 
it’s so compact at only 54 x 35 x 66 cm.

PERFECT FROM DAY ONE
Even for a newborn, the back- and legrest 
can be adjusted with just one hand to achie-
ve a �at and ergonomic position. The seat 
unit can be adjusted forward and rearward.

SMART HARNESS SYSTEM
The shoulder pads and crotch pad spring 
outwards and stay open making it very 
easy for parents to position their child. Si-
milarly, the magnetic harness buckle fas-
tens quickly once the child is sitting com-
fortably. Pretty smart, don‘t you think?

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HEADREST
The headrest can be adjusted to the 
child’s height with just one hand, which 
keeps the child in a perfect position. Er-
gonomic padding in the head area offers 
additional comfort and prevents the head 
from slipping to one side while the child 
sleeps. 

THAT‘S WHY
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Seat Unit Insect Net
00089270290070

Carry Cot Insect Net
00089280290070

Stroller Footmu� 
Select Night Black 
00089270171070

Stroller Footmu� 
Prime Silent Grey 
00089270172070

Sadena/Celona Adapter
Included with Frame

Sadena/Celona 
Seat Unit Rain Cover
Included with Seat Unit

Sadena/Celona 
Carry Cot Rain Cover
Included with Carry Cot

Black
00089160500050

Silver
00089160510050

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Cup Holder
00089270400070

Hand Gloves
00089210350070

Cup Holder
00089270400070
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FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

LEXA ELITE

Lexa Elite combines the best features of a stroller and a buggy. Used from birth rearward-facing as 
a comfortable stroller, parents always have their child in view. Later, when the little darling wants to 
discover the world, forward-facing as a maneuverable buggy with a comfortable seat for children up to 
four years. It is lightweight and folds up small. Thus, it can fit anywhere, for example, in the car behind 
the driver‘s seat or on public transport. A gentle suspension and swivelling wheels ensure a pleasant 
ride. And for on the go, the large shopping basket offers extra space for everything you need.

The uncompromising allrounder.
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The seat unit can be changed from forward to rearward-
facing and back again with a simple flick of the wrist. Whe-
ther the little one is sleeping deeply or sitting up, wide awa-
ke and exploring the world, it’s just comfortable.

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

Full suspension
Highly comfortable chassis ensures 
extremely smooth gliding across 
any surface 

Light wheels
The four smooth running wheels 
are ideal for use in an urban envi-
ronment

Large shopping basket
Easily accessible large 

shopping basket 

Flip-flop brakes
Brakes can be operated with all 
types of shoes or barefoot

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 
wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 
asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Swivelling front wheels
Simple manoeuvring thanks 

to lockable 360 degree 
swivelling wheels

Detachable wheels
For an even more 

compact folded form

Carry strap
Practical carrying aid for transport

Height-adjustable
sun canopy

As a protection from wind and weather ,it 
grows with the child and can be optimally 

adjusted in position

Rotable bumper bar
Swivels for easy insertion of the 
child and safe sitting during the ride

5-point-harness with 
magnetic buckle
With additional shoulder and crotch 
pads - made of soft material for 
extra comfort and magnetic buckles 
for easy fastening

Peakaboo window
The viewing window ensures opti-
mal air circulation and a clear view 

of the child

Adjustable legrest
Supports for an optimal position to 

lie in the stroller.

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY
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47 cm 80 cm

10
1 

cm

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: EN 1888-2:2018

External Dimensions: (W / D / H): 80 / 47 /  101 cm

External Dimensions folded: (W / D / H): 55 / 47 /  26 cm

Weight: approx. 8 kg

RECLINING POSITION
You can set up a � at reclining posi-
tion for a little one or various sitting 
positions for older children.

COMFORT CHASSIS
The four-wheel suspension and highly 
comfortable chassis compensate for 
uneven ground. Easy maneuvering 
thanks to lockable 360° swivel wheels 
provides a smooth ride and as much 
agility as needed.

LEXA ELITE

EXTRA SMALL FOLDED
With its practical one-hand folding mecha-
nism it folds to a very compact size and 
� ts even into small spaces. For effortless 
transport and storage. 

LEIGHTWEIGHT
Thanks to its lightweight of approx. 8 kg, 
the compact buggy is wonderfully easy to 
steer and very easy to carry or stow away.

THAT‘S WHY

TRAVEL SYSTEM

Thanks to the Travel System and the 
RECARO infant carriers your family will 
have the right partner for every situation. 
Our products are a harmonious mix of 
design and functionality, comfort and 
practicality.
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Hand Gloves
00089210350070

Insect Net
00089446290070

Lexa Series Adapter
00089443320070

Rain Cover
00089444010070

Select Night Black
00089310400050

Select Sweet Curry
00089310440050

Select Teal Green
00089310410050

Select Garnet Red
00089310430050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089310340050

Prime Mat Black
00089310300050

Prime Silent Grey
00089310310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089310330050

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Parasol
00089210310070

Cup Holder
00089449400070
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FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

LEXA

As an ultralight travel companion, the Lexa stroller can be used from birth thanks to its adjustable 
backrest and legrest. The wide and pleasantly padded seat also offers comfort for larger children up to 
four years. A gentle suspension and swivelling wheels ensure a pleasant ride. If the stroller is not used 
it can be folded space-saving with just one hand. And because it is so light, you can easily carry it on 
public transport. For on the go, the large shopping basket offers extra space for everything you need.

The ultralight travel companion.
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The adjustable backrest and legrest make the journey more 
comfortable for your child. You can set up a flat reclining 
position for your newborn or various sitting positions for 
your older child. Whether your little one is sleeping deeply 
or sitting up, wide awake and exploring the world, they are 
very comfortable.

SUITABLE FROM BIRTH

Full suspension
Highly comfortable chassis 
ensures extremely smooth  
gliding across any surface 

Light wheels
The four smooth running  
wheels are ideal for use  
in an urban environment

Large shopping 
basket
Easily accessible large 
shopping basket 

Flip-flop brakes
Brakes can be operated with all 
types of shoes or barefoot

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 
wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 
asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Swivelling  
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks 
to lockable 360 degree 

swivelling wheels

Detachable wheels
For an even more 

compact folded form

Peakaboo window
The viewing window ensures opti-
mal air circulation and a clear view 

of the child

Adjustable legrest
Supports for an optimal position to 

lie in the stroller.

5-point-harness
With additional shoulder 

pads – made of soft material for
extra comfort

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY
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47 cm 80 cm

10
4 

cm

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: EN 1888-2:2018

External Dimensions: (W / D / H): 80 / 47 /  104 cm

External Dimensions folded: (W / D / H): 58 / 47 /  27 cm

Weight: 6.4 kg

LARGE SUN CANOPY
The large sun canopy and the exten-
dable sun visor shield your child‘s 
sensitive skin, from wind and UV 
radiation.

COMFORT CHASSIS
The four-wheel suspension and high-
ly comfortable chassis compensate 
for uneven ground. Easy maneuvering 
thanks to lockable 360° swivel wheels 
provides a smooth ride and as much agi-
lity as needed.

TRAVEL SYSTEM

Thanks to the Travel System and 
the RECARO infant carriers your 
family will have the right partner 
for every situation. Our products 
are a harmonious mix of design and 
functionality, comfort and practicality.

LEXA

EXTRA SMALL FOLDED
With its practical one-hand folding mecha-
nism it folds to a very compact size and 
�ts even into small spaces. For effortless 
transport and storage. 

ULTRA LEIGHTWEIGHT
Thanks to its ultra-light weight of 6.4 kg, 
the compact buggy is wonderfully easy to 
steer and very easy to carry or stow away.

THAT‘S WHY
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Select Night Black
00089300400050

Select Sweet Curry
00089300440050

Select Teal Green
00089300410050

Select Garnet Red
00089300430050

Bumper Bar
00089442280070

Insect Net
00089441290070

Lexa Series Adapter
00089443320070

Rain Cover
00089440010070

MAX. 4 YEARS   |   MAX. 22 KG

COLOURS

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Hand Gloves
00089210350070

Parasol
00089210310070

Cup Holder
00089449400070
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FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

EASYLIFE ELITE 2

Comfortable. Practical. And everything in between. The Easylife Elite 2 buggy has been designed to 
give you infinite possibilities of use. The fully adjustable back- and legrest provide the child with the 
most comfortable position from the first day - and it can be folded away in an instant with the one-
handed mechanism. And more than that, the RECARO infant carrier can be attached on the buggy 
with the special adapter. That’s what makes it a travel system.

The all-rounder which does it all.
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Our special adapters enable a quick change from car to 
buggy for the RECARO infant carriers, creating a seamless 
Travel System that makes moving around with children 
much less stressful and far more enjoyable.

TRAVEL SYSTEM

MAX. 3 YEARS | MAX. 15 KG

FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

Extra large
shopping basket
Easily accessible extra
large shopping basket
with up to 5 kg capacity

Flip-flop brakes
Brakes can be operated with all 
types of shoes or barefoot

5-point harness system
With additional shoulder and
crotch pads – soft material for
extra comfort

Reflectors
Improved visibility for more safety 

in the metropolitan jungle in  
low light conditions

Viewing window
in sun canopy

Net ensures optimal air
circulation and parents always

have the child in sight

Bumper bar
Can be turned to one side and

opened on both sides to aid
placing the child in the buggy

Swivelling  
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks  
to lockable 360 degree 

swivelling wheels

Detachable wheels
For an even more 

compact folded form

Universal handle
For greater agility the buggy
can be pushed and steered
through the city one-handed

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 
wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 
asphalt, gravel or park paths 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: EN 1888-1:2018

External Dimensions: (W / D / H): 49 / 69 / 105 cm  

External Dimensions folded: (W / D / H): 49 / 26 / 59 cm

Weight: 6.4 kg

EXTRA LARGE SUN CANOPY
The extra large sun canopy with 
UPF 50 sun protection and the ex-
tendable sun visor shield your child‘s 
sensitive skin, from wind and UV ra-
diation.

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
Our passive air ventilation system, 
which consists of mesh inserts on the 
sides of the seat cover to allow good air 
circulation, makes longer sitting in the 
stroller really comfortable. 

COMFORT INLAY

The extra soft high-quality comfort 
inlay is an optimal feature: it ensures 
your newborn is perfectly positioned 
and comfortable in the buggy right 
form the earliest days.

EASYLIFE ELITE 2

ERGONOMIC RECLINING
The adjustable back- and legrest make the 
journey more comfortable for your child. 
You can set up a �at reclining position for 
your newborn or various sitting positions 
for your older child.

ONE-HANDED FOLDING
The Easylife Elite 2 folds easily and quickly 
with just one hand. It is self-standing and 
folds up as compactly as possible, taking 
up little space in the trunk.

THAT‘S WHY

49 cm 69 cm

10
5 

cm
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MAX. 3 YEARS | MAX. 15 KG

Parasol
00089210310070

Cup Holder
00089270400070

Insect Net
00089210290070

Stroller Footmu� 
Select Night Black 
00089270171070

Stroller Footmu� 
Prime Silent Grey 
00089270172070

Rain Cover
00089210010070

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Easylife 2 Series 
Adapter
00089210320070

Travelbag
00088027300070

Select Night Black
00089110400050

Select Sweet Curry
00089110440050

Select Teal Green
00089110410050

Select Garnet Red
00089110430050

COLOURS

Prime Mat Black
00089110300050

Prime Frozen Blue
00089110340050

Prime Silent Grey
00089110310050

Prime Pale Rose
00089110330050
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FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

EASYLIFE 2

Lightness and total freedom. Weighing only 6 kilograms the Easylife 2 is one of the lightest of its 
class, making it the most agile and back-friendly handling travel companion ever. And no matter 
which route you take, the full suspension on the front and rear wheels gives a particularly smooth 
and comfortable ride even when the surface is rough. When you reach your destination, the practical 
one-handed folding mechanism means the buggy can be folded away into the smallest of spaces.

Lightness at its finest.
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It doesn’t have to be heavy to be resistant. Functional 
lightness is ingenious. Weighing just 6 kg, the Easylife 2 is 
the perfect buggy for everyday use with no loss of safety. 
Smart design means removing the superfluous and making 
the most of the essential.

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT

MAX. 4 YEARS | MAX. 22 KG

FEATURES FOR EVERY JOURNEY

Extra large
shopping basket
Easily accessible extra
large shopping basket
with up to 5 kg capacity

Flip-flop brakes
Brakes can be operated with all 
types of shoes or barefoot

5-point harness system
With additional shoulder and
crotch pads – soft material for
extra comfort

Universal handle
For greater agility the buggy
can be pushed and steered
through the city one-handed

Puncture-proof wheels
The maintenance-free, foam-filled 

wheels are easy to look after  
and can take on any terrain, be it 

asphalt, gravel or park paths 

Extra large sun canopy-
Sun canopy with UPF 50

provides protection from sun,
wind and bad weather

Swivelling  
front wheels

Simple manoeuvring thanks  
to lockable 360 degree 

swivelling wheels

Detachable wheels
For an even more 

compact folded form
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TRAVEL SYSTEM
Our special adapters enable a quick 
change from car to buggy for the 
RECARO infant carriers, creating a 
seamless Travel System.

AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
Our passive air ventilation system, 
which consists of mesh inserts on the 
sides of the seat cover to allow good air 
circulation, makes longer sitting in the 
stroller really comfortable. 

FULL SUSPENSION

The full suspension on the front 
and rear wheels gives a particularly 
smooth and comfortable ride even 
when the surface is rough. 

EASYLIFE 2

ADJUSTABLE BACKREST
The fully adjustable backrest, together with 
the padding and leg rest, ensures a per-
fectly comfortable position. Whatever the 
destination, children want to enjoy the ride 
properly.

ONE-HANDED FOLDING
The Easylife 2 can be simply and quickly 
folded away with just one hand. It is self-
standing, folds down to the most compact 
size possible and takes up very little space 
in the trunk. 

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Standard: EN 1888-2:2018

External Dimensions: (W / D / H): 49 / 69 / 105 cm  

External Dimensions folded: (W / D / H): 49 / 26 / 59 cm

Weight: 6 kg

THAT‘S WHY
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MAX. 4 YEARS | MAX. 22 KG

Select Night Black
00089120400050

Select Sweet Curry
00089120440050

Select Teal Green
00089120410050

Select Garnet Red
00089120430050

COLOURS

Parasol
00089210310070

Cup Holder
00089270400070

Insect Net
00089210290070

Stroller Footmu� 
Select Night Black 
00089270171070

Stroller Footmu� 
Prime Silent Grey 
00089270172070

Hand Gloves
00089210350070

Rain Cover
00089210010070

PRACTICAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

Easylife 2 Series 
Adapter
00089210320070

Bumper Bar
00089210280070

Travelbag
00088027300070




